2012, March 2

Friday Night Hard News Call

Opening Comments, Meditation:
Rainbird
Calls in the 4 directions:
Beings of the East; Beings of the North; Beings of the West; Beings of the South
530-413-9537
530-513-6472
1-888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: Need $115 for last week's calls, and $300 this week's call – catching up!
● T & R - gas, food – enough for this week
● On the website:
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com
There is a Paypal button on this site
Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● Or let MariettaRobert know:
317-773-0061
Hard News:
Audio:

Anonymous
Imagine you are Anonymous
Imagine we finally find the courage to become the change we
imagine the corrupt start to fear us

R: the situation in Congress – devolved into a distraction about women's rights, and not passing Obama's
jobs bill
● Story of Rush Limpballs – he will soon disappear out of the universe!
● As Randi Rhodes said: keep your hands off my uterus!
● The Pres called the student from Georgetown University – Sandra Fluke - and gave her some
advice on how to sue Rush!
● His career is finished if not his life force – the goddess is in charge – I am dealing with my
children now!
● The energy of Mar 1-3 getting more intense
● Sam Seder had on Sybel Edmunds – women's rights what's behind the scenes in Syria?
● Kofee Annan is being refused
● the Red Cross has gotten into the homes with aid – yet Thom H said it was not successful – there
was permission to go in and evacuate, but not successful
● As S E described it, there is a brinksmanship going on in Straits of Hormuz
US has said it will shoot down any Israeli jets if they try ot attack Iran
● The 13 families are begging for an uninvited appointment with Ashtar – they can go no further with the
fear factor – the government should be fearing us at this point! As in the Anonymous video
● Suspects there are extreme negotiations going on that he is not privy to – Ashtar and KOS are there
there is a piece that has nothing to do with fear, but full disclosure and full contact
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● There is something happening on the stage of the world which has to do with our galactic friends
R: At a critical juncture – no accident – having trouble understanding the reversal of these ones – the
total lack of respect for the goddess
T: they have always been afraid of the goddess: the ability to create out of oneself
R: yet this is the place we are being asked to go [balance]
T: when people pursue the knowledge, they find out they have been both male and female – it's about
balance: electrical energy is male; active; female energy is receptive, love
● they decided they did not need it so cut out that piece of DNA
● Science is now showing us that our DNA is repairing itself
T: What the Annunaki did not expect is that the DNA would re-grow, like a lizard re grows its tail
R: Randi Rhodes spoke of the return of the goddess, the return of the bird tribes, the energy Ken Kesey
talks of R: RR has done many of the DMT journeys; says she'll share it when she wishes
● said that John Perkins, Sean Penn and those going into the Amazon are taking a wild leap and can
set aside things in every day world and make a difference in a different framework
T: sees ad of Danny Glover doing an ad for UNICEF for children on MSNBC – UN is compromised, but will
be re-vamped
R: when people ask where are the arrests? He asked Randi and Sybil and Nada about the arrests of
Kissinger, etc – things are not what they seem; do not trust the words of Rumor Mill News
They will get back to R about it
R: A little leak on Fox News about Geitner being arrested and released with a guard
and also about Judge Napelatono – Shepherd Smith's show – only WK on Fox
T: someone asked Thom Hartmann about sovereignty
● Thom bunched them up with the gun groups and the Lindon Larouche cult – Rama called him
up after the show and Thom said if you had to deal with the MIB, you'd know where I
was coming from
Reading: Impotence in the Face of Impunity? The Phenomenon of the ‘Red Tops’
By William Bowles at Boiling Frogs Post

[SEE BELOW]

Caller: on the 700th year anniversary of the Knights Templar
● Vatican apologizes: found papers in their archives and it was all a mistake!!!
● Knights Templar and the Vatican – several sites
● were supposed to apologize in 2007, 700 years after burning Jacques de Molay at the stake
T: Vatican would not apologize – why Anonymous says they will not forgive as everyone has had chance to
speak out
● They were told when the Vatican went down, it would be over and that is happening
● Rachel gave a lesson in female biology again tonight
Caller: some advertising supporters have dropped him; also a website
T: First 3 days in March – Star of David in sky; 3rd initiatory
● On March 4th - from Secret Places of the Lion – Why Christ was born 4 years BC
● Info Tara read is printed on next page.
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WHY CHRIST WAS BORN FOUR YEARS “BEFORE CHRIST”
When Christ was born, time was reckoned in the Roman Empire from the founding of the city of
Rome. When Christianity became the universal religion over what had been the Roman world, a
monk named Dionysius Exiguus, at the request of the Emperor Justinian, made a calendar, A.D.
526, reckoning time from the Birth of Christ, to supersede the Roman Calendar.
Long after the christian Calendar had replaced the roman calendar it was found that Dionysius had
made a mistake in placing the Birth of Christ in the year 753 A U C (from the founding of Rome).
It should have been 749 or a year or two earlier. Therefore, we say that Christ was born 4 B.C.
Merely because the maker of the Christian Calendar made a mistake of four or five years in coordinating it with the Roman Calendar, which it replaced.
(p. 229)
Secret Places of the Lion: Alien Influences on Earth's Destiny – George Hunt Williamson
ISBN 978-0-89281-601-0
T: completes reading of Impotence in the Face of Impunity?
T: speaker on Dylan Ratigan show talking about a knowledge economy!
T: Ben Fulford added a list of those being arrested [from his Feb 27/12 article]

“Although it is still premature to give a timetable on further arrests, here is a partial (nonalphabetical) list of people (many who have tried to keep a low profile) who have been informed
upon by the recent wave of cabal defectors:
The “family of three.”
The Medicis and Borgias
The Club of Rome
Larry Summers
Paul Volcker
Wylie Aitken
Vernon Jordan
Admiral William Crowe
Richard Haas
Felix Warburg
John Jacob Astor
Lord Pillsbury
Bill Hicks
Kiyohika Nishimura
David Gergen
Lamar Smith
J. Rockefeller
Yotaro Kobayashi
John Snow
Mark Rich
David Cohen
James Cameron (his family got rich from opium)
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John Roberts
Paul Wolfowitz
Frank Carlucci
Peter Hans Kolvenbach (the former black pope)
George Bush Senior”
T: reminding us that Rumor Mill News is 100% compromised and also trashes Obama
T: Nasty to send soy as food to North Korea: eating soy causes death from the accumulation of stuff in
your body which does not allow the uptake of minerals. This was in the Chinese manuscripts of
5000 years ago – do not to serve soy!!!
Reading:

Vatican declares Knights Templar innocent for 700th anniversary

Audio:

Bill Mayers

Audio:

Completion of The Lost Symbol

Meditation:

Invocation for the third initiatory Gateway of Light

Closing:

Rainbird
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Impotence in the Face of Impunity? The Phenomenon of
the ‘Red Tops’ By William Bowles at Boiling Frogs Post

2012, Mar 2

 Posted by Ram Arjuna on March 2, 2012 at 4:24pm
A fellow writer tells me that she feels overwhelmed by events and I feel the
same way. An awful sense of déjà vu that we have as much chance of
stopping the march to total war as they had in the 1930s. Except that this time
it will not be us citizens of Empire who are on the receiving end of Western
industrial-scale murder and pillage. The world’s first colonial world war, with
the haves pitted against the have-nots. As I have remarked before, without a
non-capitalist alternative to not only reign in some of the ‘excesses’ of
capitalism but also curtail its relentless expansion, the world is essentially
defenseless.
That for as long as we remain disconnected from events beyond the shopping
mall or the small screen, the Empire will act with impunity, knowing full well
that the only opposition will be from those on the receiving end, those
unfortunate enough to get some Western ‘humanitarian aid’.
It is no accident that at the heart of the propaganda war, but buried away in the small print, the real
objective of the ‘right 2 protect’, the 21st century’s replacement for being on a ‘civilizing mission’, is
the spread of the ‘free market’. This is not merely an economic imperative but also ideologically
driven, perhaps best illustrated by the grande dame of neoliberalism, Maggie Thatcher’s “there’s no
such thing as society”.
Hopefully, capitalist Russia and China as well as the rest of the BRIC members have at long last
realized that it’s not really about the West’s hatred of socialism, handy though this is in the propaganda
war, but about their economic and political independence, free from the machinations of global
capitalism. This is what Syria is all about.
Now politicos such as yours truly are not meant to get personal when we write, we’re meant to remain
‘objective’ and ‘impartial’ in an attempt to get a handle on things, to try and explain things the way they
actually are as opposed to the way they are normally presented to us by a complicit corporate/state
media.
That there are at least two sides to every situation, should be fairly obvious but being ‘impartial’
assumes that the writer/observer actually includes all the sides, or at least a reasonable facsimile of the
facts so that the reader/viewer has enough information to go on in order to arrive at a conclusion (this
also assumes the reader has an understanding of the context within which events take place). A longwinded way of saying there is no such thing as objective journalism.
It’s as simple as what stories are chosen to be singled out as ‘news’, never mind what happens to the
‘news’ once Editorial has gotten its hands on it.
A case in point: Both the BBC and Channel 4 News have gone on a blow-up Syria binge for the past
few weeks. All pretenses at some kind of ‘objectivity’ has been tossed out of the window as surplus to
requirement and especially now that ‘all-hallowed’ Western journalists have become casualties in what
is yet another MSM crusade to ‘save the people of Syria from themselves’.
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News is only ‘news’ when the MSM says it is and only for as long as it considers it to be ‘news’. Thus
Libya is no longer ‘news’, this in spite of the fact that one news story talks of Libya’s potential breakup
as a nation state. Is this not only news but major news considering what a crucial role the MSM played
in promoting the country’s destruction?
For months the MSM quite eagerly pursued the idea of destroying Gaddafi aka LIbya, indeed fomented
a national ‘consensus’ around the idea of ‘taking out’ Gaddafi. Acting as cheer leader for the multinational corps and their political servants (which includes the corporate/state media), they have
achieved their end:
Libya “close to disintegration’ – PM
Speaking on the first anniversary of the anti-Gaddafi revolution in Misurata Monday, interim Libyan
Prime Minister Mustafa Abdeljalil warned of complete national disintegration if the rival tribes and
clans that had laid hands on Gaddafi’s arsenals continued to refuse to submit to the authority of the
central government. — Voice of Russia, News 27/2/12
Without doubt this was one objective of NATO’s (unseen by us what paid for it) aerial visitation: to
reduce Libya to little more than a source of oil and the other to turn it into a launch pad into the rest of
Africa for NATO/AFRICOM’s ‘humanitarian’ missions. There is no clearer example of the real nature
of capitalism than the calculated destruction of Libya: that the Empire doesn’t give damn about the
people whose lives and livelihood it is destroying.
An entire country and its infrastructure wiped out and carried out virtually invisible to the world. We
were all sidetracked by the endless video bytes of ‘heroic rebels fighting the evil (and mad) Gaddafi’.
In reality a total sideshow to the real war conducted from above and in secret on a defenseless country.
Genuine independence from Western control will simply not be tolerated and if possible, the irritant
will be removed, eliminated, either by threats, subversion or ultimately invasion under some pretext or
other. It’s been like this for literally centuries, until the Russian Revolution came along and messed it
all up but now it’s out of the way, the Empire can get on with business the way it used to be done: with
brute force and gunships.
That the reason these facts (amongst others) are missing from the MSM’s coverage of major events is
surely obvious: Western supremacy in all things is a given, thus there is no need to explain the MSM’s
conflict of interest or why certain facts are omitted from its ‘news’ coverage. In any case, what
corporate newspaper or news program is going to announce to the world that it has a vested interest in
maintaining the status quo and must for example, dismiss the cry ‘it’s all about oil’ as nutty conspiracy
nonsense.
Not that it is all about oil, but without the oil the Empire is going nowhere. Oil literally as well as
figuratively lubricates the Empire’s wheels and has done so since before WWI, when oil replaced coal
as the motive power for the Empire’s weapons of war and conquest.[1]
So am I being ‘impartial’ and ‘objective’ when I write about these events from a different perspective?
Of course not. Firstly, this is not the weather forecast and secondly, my ‘bias’ or partiality is quite
clearly stated and that’s the difference between the mainstream media and much independent
journalism. As a human being I have declared what side I am on based simply on the view that there is
a better way to do things, a better way to live than this endless madness.
Bound up with the nature of the media of course is the idea of professionalism and professional
standards, all of which lie in tatters after l’affaire Murdoch blew the lid on the illegal, immoral and
unprofessional relationship between News Corp’s various publications, the police and the government,
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with bribes, kickbacks and cover-ups being the norm. Which by the way is going from bad to worse to
downright dangerous to the political class as the true nature and scale of the corruption is now seeing
the light of day. How the mainstream media handles this is crucial.
Corruption across Whitehall! Three words I never expected to put in one sentence, but the evidence of
Deputy Assistant Commissioner Sue Akers from Scotland Yard at the Leveson Inquiry is complete
dynamite. DAC Akers is leading the investigation into allegations that employees of Rupert Murdoch’s
News International ran a covert, systemic operation in which they paid huge sums to public officials in
the police, the military, the Department of Health and many other areas of Whitehall. The payments
were dressed up and in at least one case involved sums as high as £80,000. — Channel 4 News Email,
27 February 2012
From the government side it was all ‘nudge-nudge, wink-wink, don’t worry we’ll take care of it’ and
from News Corp’s side it was cash, lots of filthy moola greasing the hands of various police officers
and government officials. Surely business as usual as far as I can see. Thus Jon Snow’s amazement on
the ‘revelations’ made public (but not for the first time I might add) yesterday during the Leveson
Inquiry is itself amazing.
The mainstream media, when forced to gaze at itself gets a sudden attack of severe myopia as well as a
goodly dollop of self-righteousness. ‘What me?’ After all, we had what was it, nine years of ‘new’
Labour where the incestuous relationship between Murdoch’s News Corp and the government was not
only self-evident but boasted about by the MSM and Blair and his motley crew of war criminals. But
there was, and is no media equivalent of a blitzkrieg concerning the unhealthy, indeed undemocratic
relationship between the media barons and the ruling political class.
But the most surprising evidence of the day centered on evidence that whilst Ian Blair was
commissioner of the Met, the former editor of the News of the World, Rebekah Brooks had been
allowed to borrow a police horse. — Channel 4 News, Email, 28 February 2012
Murdoch’s newspapers (amongst others) effectively determined how large chunks of those who
bothered to vote, would vote. Why this is so takes more than this short essay to explain but essentially
it comes back to the issue I referred to in my previous piece on ‘science fiction’ namely that the ruling
political class has hijacked working class consciousness and effectively turned it against working
people.
Thus we have the phenomenon of the ‘Red Tops’, all written and run by well paid, university trained
media professionals who have learned how to communicate their master’s message to its target
audience, the working class. The same media professionals perform an identical function when talking
to themselves, the only difference is the language used.
As independent journalists this is what we are up against: a sophisticated amalgam of the very best
skills and talents a modern university system can produce, all geared to propping up and justifying a
system that is at the very least plainly unjust and at the worse culpable of mass murder and theft on a
global scale. That without the mass media attaching our name to the actions of its masters, such
activities would simply not be possible.
####
William Bowles is an independent author and analyst at

williambowles.info, and a contributing author at

Boiling Frogs Post.
http://www.boilingfrogspost.com/2012/03/02/impotence-in-the-face-of...
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Vatican declares Knights Templar innocent for 700th anniversary
http://www.theinsider.org/news/article.asp?id=2623

*** The Roman Catholic Church graciously acknowledged that the Knights Templar were innocent
yesterday (Vatican Information Service, 4th Oct). The news was reported in the press today, exactly seven
days before the 700th anniversary of the persecution of the Order. The persecution of the Templars began
on Friday, 13 October 1307, when the medieval organization was unjustly attacked and driven
underground. A letter to the Pope from living descendents of the Templars appeared in the press in 2004.
"We shall witness the 700th anniversary of the persecution of our order on 13th October 2007," the letter
said. "It would be just and fitting for the Vatican to acknowledge our grievance in advance of this day of
mourning." On 25 October 2007, exactly 13 days from the morning of the anniversary, an official document
will be released by the Vatican absolving the Knights Templar and confirming their innocence. ***
Vatican paper set to clear Knights Templar
The mysteries of the Order of the Knights Templar could soon be laid bare after the Vatican announced the
release of a crucial document which has not been seen for almost 700 years.
Guardians of the Grail
[Photo: Hugh de Payens]
Knights Templar are rumoured to guard the Holy Grail
A new book, Processus contra Templarios, will be published by the Vatican's Secret Archive on Oct 25, and
promises to restore the reputation of the Templars, whose leaders were burned as heretics when the order was
dissolved in 1314.
The Knights Templar were a powerful and secretive group of warrior monks during the Middle Ages. Their
secrecy has given birth to endless legends, including one that they guard the Holy Grail.
Recently, they have been featured in films including The Da Vinci Code and Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade.
The Order was founded by Hugues de Payns, a French knight, after the First Crusade of 1099 to protect pilgrims
on the road to Jerusalem. Its headquarters was the captured Al-Aqsa mosque on the Temple Mount, which lent
the Templars their name.
But when Jerusalem fell to Muslim rule in 1244, rumours surfaced that the knights were heretics who worshipped
idols in a secret initiation ceremony.
In 1307, King Philip IV "the Fair" of France, in desperate need of funds, ordered the arrest and torture of all
Templars. After confessing various sins their leader, Jacques de Molay, was burnt at the stake.
Pope Clement V then dissolved the order and issued arrest warrants for all remaining members. Ever since, the
Templars have been thought of as heretics.
The new book is based on a scrap of parchment discovered in the Vatican's secret archives in 2001 by Professor
Barbara Frale. The long-lost document is a record of the trial of the Templars before Pope Clement, and ends
with a papal absolution from all heresies.
Prof Frale said: "I could not believe it when I found it. The paper was put in the wrong archive in the 17th
century."
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The document, known as the Chinon parchment, reveals that the Templars had an initiation ceremony which
involved "spitting on the cross", "denying Jesus" and kissing the lower back, navel and mouth of the man
proposing them.
The Templars explained to Pope Clement that the initiation mimicked the humiliation that knights could suffer if
they fell into the hands of the Saracens, while the kissing ceremony was a sign of their total obedience.
The Pope concluded that the entrance ritual was not truly blasphemous, as alleged by King Philip when he had
the knights arrested. However, he was forced to dissolve the Order to keep peace with France and prevent a
schism in the church.
"This is proof that the Templars were not heretics," said Prof Frale. "The Pope was obliged to ask pardon from
the knights.
"For 700 years we have believed that the Templars died as cursed men, and this absolves them."

SOURCE
Daily Telegraph, "Vatican paper set to clear Knights Templar", 5 October 2007.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2007/10/05/wvatican105.xml
FURTHER READING
Independent Catholic News, "Vatican Secret Archives to unveil rare book on Knights Templar", 5 October 2007.
http://www.indcatholicnews.com/knightem437.html
http://212.77.1.245/news_services/press/vis/dinamiche/b1_en.htm
http://www.vatican.va
On October 25 in the Vatican's Old Synod Hall, the presentation will take place of the "Processus contra
Templarios," a book published by the Vatican Secret Archives on the subject of the Knights Templar, the
medieval military-religious order founded in Jerusalem in 1118 and suppressed by Pope Clement V
(1305-1314).
According to a communique made public yesterday afternoon, the new volume is "a previously
unpublished and exclusive edition of the complete acts of the original hearing against the Knights
Templar." The book, unique of its kind, will have a print run "rigorously limited to 799 copies" and
contains the "faithful reproduction of the original parchments conserved in the Vatican Secret Archives."
The project, the communique concludes, "is part of the series of 'Exemplaria Praetiosa,' ... the most
elaborate and important publication yet undertaken by the Pontifical Archives."
The new volume will be presented by Archbishop Raffaele Farina S.D.B., archivist and librarian of Holy
Roman Church; Bishop Sergio Pagano, prefect of the Vatican Secret Archives, and experts such as the
historian Franco Cardini and the archaeologist and author Valerio Massimo Manfredi."
Source: VIS (Vatican Information Service)

EWTN, "Vatican Secret Archives: 'Processus contra Templario'", 4 October 2007.
http://www.ewtn.com/vnews/getstory.asp?number=82572
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VATICAN CITY, OCT 4, 2007 (VIS) - On October 25 in the Vatican's Old Synod Hall, the presentation will
take place of the "Processus contra Templarios," a book published by the Vatican Secret Archives on the
subject of the Knights Templar, the medieval military-religious order founded in Jerusalem in 1118 and
suppressed by Pope Clement V (1305-1314).
BBC News, "Vatican book on Templars' demise", 5 October 2007.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/7029513.stm
The Vatican is to publish a book which is expected to shed light on the demise of the Knights Templar, a
Christian military order from the Middle Ages.
The book is based on a document known as the Chinon parchment, found in the Vatican Secret Archives
six years ago after years of [allegedly] being incorrectly filed.
The document is a record of the heresy hearings of the Templars before Pope Clement V in the 14th
Century.
The official who found the paper says it exonerates the knights entirely.
The leader of the order, Jacques de Moley, was one of those who confessed [under duress and after
extreme torture] to heresy, but later recanted.
He was burned at the stake in Paris in 1314, the same year that the Pope dissolved the order.
However, according to Prof Frale, study of the document shows that the knights were not heretics as had
been believed for 700 years.
In fact she says "the Pope was obliged to ask for pardons from the knights... the document we have
found absolves them".
Details of the parchment will be published as part of Processus contra Templarios, a book that will be
released by the Vatican's Secret Archive on 25 October.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
The Times, "The last crusade of the Templars", page 13, 29 November 2004.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/article396786.ece
The knights want a Papal apology nearly 700 years after they were disbanded and hounded into exile
THE VATICAN is giving “serious consideration” to apologising for the persecution that led to the
suppression of the Knights Templar.
The suppression, which began on Friday , October 13, 1307, gave Friday the Thirteenth its superstitious
legacy.
A Templar Order in Britain that claims to be descended from the original Knights Templar has asked that
the Pope should make the apology.
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The Templars, based in Hertford, are hoping for an apology by 2007, the 700th anniversary of the start of
the persecution, which culminated with the torture and burning at the stake of the Grand Master Jacques
de Molay for heresy and the dissolution of the Order by apostolic decree in 1312.
The letter, signed by the Secretary of the Council of Chaplains on behalf of the Grand Master of the Poor
Fellow Soldiers of Jesus Christ and the Temple of Solomon Grand Preceptory, with a PO box address in
Hertford, formally requests an apology “for the torture and murder of our leadership”, instigated by Pope
Clement V.
“We shall witness the 700th anniversary of the persecution of our order on 13th October 2007,” the
letter says. “It would be just and fitting for the Vatican to acknowledge our grievance in advance of this
day of mourning.”
The Independent, "Knights Templar seek papal apology for 700 years of persecution", 29 November 2004.
http://news.independent.co.uk/uk/this_britain/article22425.ece
Seven hundred years after they were denounced as heretics and condemned to torture and death, the
Knights Templar are calling for a public apology from the Roman Catholic Church.
The secretive organization which was formed at the time of the Crusades has written to Pope John Paul
II requesting that the Vatican officially atone for the persecution of the order.
The formal request for reconciliation to the Vatican has come from an English-based sept and is signed
by the "Council of Chaplains, for and on behalf of the acting Grand Master". The letter asks for "an
apology from the Vatican for the persecution of our brothers of the Knights Templar and the torture and
murder of our leadership, under Pope Clement V during the 14th century AD".
The Hertfordshire-based group, one of thousands of Templar lodges around the world, is hopeful of a
satisfactory outcome. "There have been some unofficial responses over the telephone and we have
received certain indications from officials within the church that leaves us hopeful that an apology might
be forthcoming," said a member of the order.
...
Guardian, "Hertford, home of the Holy Grail", 4 January 2005.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/religion/Story/0,2763,1382899,00.html
An ancient secret society; a demand for a papal apology; and a network of hidden tunnels. Strange
things have been stirring in Hertfordshire recently. Oliver Burkeman goes in search of the Knights
Templar and, perhaps, the cup of Christ
...
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Invocation for the third initiatory Gateway of Light
I call upon the Overlighting of Mother/Father God,
the Pleiadians, the Sirians, the Andromedans and the Arcturians, all of the Light,
the Archangels and Angels, the Trinity Lords of Light, Lord Michael, Lord Metatron and Lord Melchizedek,
the Chohans of the Rays; El Morya, Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Paul the Venetian, Hilarion, Sananda, St. Germain,
Lady Nada, Mother Mary, Allah Gobi, Quan Yin and Pallas Athena,
the Mighty Elohim,
the Melchizedek Brotherhood of the Light,
Lord Buddha, Sanat Kumara, Helios and Vesta and Lord Melchior,
the Mahatma, the Cosmic Avatar of Synthesis,
and all other Beings of Light I personally acknowledge,
as I now merge with my I Am Presence, the Highest Light that I Am within the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father
God.
As I now connect into the Unity Grid of Divine Love,
I align to the inner earth Sun, the Golden Solar Sun disc of light within my heart, the Sun, the Central Sun and
Great Central Sun,
and now experience my Self within the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God.
I now call forth to Master Hilarion,
to take me in an external Merkaba Vehicle of Light,
into the Ascension Seat within Uluru so I may undergo this third initiation, The Transfiguration, through the
surrender of my will to the Divine Will of Mother/Father God,
so I may align into my original Divine eight-cell blueprint,
letting go of any patterns of imperfection
so I may experience the upper triad of intuition, Spiritual Will and Higher Mind teachings of Light.
As I now find myself within this Ascension Seat and vortex, illumined by the Beings of Light from On High,
I am surrounded in this beautiful Orange Flame of Concrete Knowledge,
experiencing my Self within the New Earth Templates of Divine Love.
I Am now placed in a Sacred Geometry Transfiguration Chamber of Light,
as the old patternings, conditionings and imprintings of polarity are erased,
the original Divine encodings of Light and Patterns of Perfection are now actualized within my Divine eight-cell
blueprint,
as I now merge into a deeper alignment with my I AM Presence.
And now, the star tetrahedron is activated within the original Divine eight-cell blueprint through the trinity of the
Holy Mother, the Holy Father and the Holy Child,
and now around my etheric, emotional and mental bodies.
The Egg of Life is now expressed through the swirling of the vesica piscis into the Golden Flower of Life 54 feet
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in diameter around me.
I now spin the emotional and mental body star tetrahedrons within the Golden Flower of Life sphere in a
clockwise and counterclockwise direction respectively,
repeating aloud this activation sequence and Fibonacci ratio to the fifth dimension,
21 to 13, 33 times God speed to infinity.
I now experience my Self within the fifth dimensional Christed Timelines of Light,
anchoring and activated the 3

rd

major Cosmic Christ Holographic Disc and two minor discs along the spinal
column.

I gently move my body from side to side and backwards and forwards, facilitating the process of the
cerebrospinal fluid and the recalibration of my nervous system, meridians and chakras.
And now, I assist the Company of Heaven and Master Hilarion to wrap Mother Earth and all Her Life in this
sacred Orange Ray of Light,
clearing distorted beliefs and lack of Spiritual understandings within the mainstream Scientific and intellectual
communities.
I now assist all Life in experiencing these Patterns of Perfection through the Unity Grid of Divine Love.
I now find my Self back in my sacred space,
grounding into the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth,
and the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God.
I am now surrounded in this beautiful Orange Flame of Light,
and the Golden Flame of Empowerment and One Unity Consciousness,
Overlighting this sacred year of 2012.
I Am a sacred Being of Divine Love,
a co-creator to the Company of Heaven,
able to create new structures based on mental Illumination,
concrete knowledge and innovative experimentation,
and wield this through the Divine Will of Mother/Father God.
I Am All That I Am.
Invocation by Anrita Melchizedek www.pleiadianlight.net
Co-Created by Adi El www.newlightfusion.com
Music by Michael Hammer www.michaelhammer.com
Initiatory telewebinars www.pleiadianlight.net/teleconf7.htm
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